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1 Introduction 
Let {Rけ陀1be a linear recurrence of positive integers atisfying 
Rk+n = C1Rk+n-l +・・ ・+Cn凡 (k:,. 1), (1) 
where n 2:2 and c1, .. , Cnare nonnegative integers with Cnヂ0.The author [9] studied 
the two-variable function E(x, q) defined by 
oo k 
E(x,q)=LIT xq 
R1 00 k R丘恥＋…+RkX q 
k-l l- l q凡_ = L(1一砂）(1-砂）・・・(1-砂）＇k=l 
which may be regarded as an analogue of q-exponential function 
00 k 1+2+…+k 
属(x)= 1 + L X q 
k=l (l-q)(l-qり・・ (l-qり
(cf. G邸 perand Rahman [2]), if we replace k in the exponent of q in Eq(x) with { Rk}陀 1
defined above. 
Let 
≪I>(X) = xn -c1xn-l -・ ・ ・-Cn (2) 
-x 
and let Q be the set of nonzero algebraic numbers. The author proved the following 
Theorem O (Corollary 4 of [9]). Let {Rふ21be a linear recurrence satisfying (1). Suppose 
that <I>(土1)=J O and the ratio of any pair of distinct roots of <I>(X) is not a root of unity. 
Assume that { R叶k2'.lis not a geometric progression. Then the values 
E(x, q) (x, q E ijx, lql < 1) 
are algebraically dependent if and only if there exist some distinct pairs (xぃq1)and (x公q2)
of nonzero algebraic numbers x1, x2, q1, and q2 with lq1I, lq叶<1 such that x1 = x2 and 
諮 =q炉forsome k 2:'.1, where Nk = g.c.d.(Rk, Rk+l, .. , Rk+n-1)-
In pa廿icular,if芯=1 for any k 2:'. 1, then the values E(x, q) are algebraically 
independent for any distinct pairs (x, q) of nonzero algebraic numbers x and q with lql < 1. 
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Example 0. Let { F,け陀1be the sequence of Fibonacci numbers defined by F1 = 1,凡＝
1, and Fk+2 = Fk+l + Fk (k 2: 1). Since {凡h2:1satisfies the conditions in Theorem 0, 
the infinite set of the values 
｛言 (1-qF1喜□；2〗~~~1 ー砂） x,q E町， lql< 1} 
is algebraically independent. 
The two-variable function E(x, q) converges on the domain 
(C x {lql < 1}) U ({lxl < 1} x { lql > 1}) := { (x, q) E C2 I lql< 1 V (lxl < 1八lql> 1)}, 
whereas a'balanced'analogue 
oo k xq凡 oo k R1+R圧 ・・-+Rk




converges on the wider domain 
(C x {lql -=J 1} := {(x,q) E C2 I lql-=J 1}. 
Indeed, if qヂ0,8(x, q) is invariant under the map 





--~R, ヽ /1 --~ 応ヽ /1 --?R,.、= 8(x, q) 
k=l 
and so 8(x,q) converges on (C x {lql -=J 1} by the similar reason to the convergence of 
E(x, q). 
Moreover, if { Rふ： 1 isa sequence of odd integers, then 8(x, q)is invariant also under 
the maps 
び2: (x,q)← (-x, -q), 
び3: (x,q)← (x,-q―1). 
Since c,1。釘=c,2 o c,2 = id and c,1 o c,2 = c,2o c,1 = c,3,we see that伍={id, CY1, CY2, 巧｝
is Klein four-group. Therefore, G(x, q) can be regarded as a map defined on the set of 
orbits (C x {lql =J O,l})/G4, where C x {lql =J 0,1} = {(x,q) E C2 I lql=J 0,1}, namely 
the map 
e = (c x {lql =1 o, 1})/G4---+ e(c x {lql =1 o, 1}) 
given by 
the orbit of (x, q)← G(x, q) 
is well-defined. Hence the restriction to algebraic points 
e: (IC x {lql =I〇，1})n (汀）／伍一e(IC x {lql =1=〇，1})n (汀），
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or equivalently 
e = (い (Qx¥ {lql = 1})) / G4---+ e (応 (Qx¥ {lql = 1})) 
is also well-defined, where the second ijx denotes the multiplicative group of nonzero 
-x 
algebraic numbers while the first (Ql simply denotes the set of nonzero algebraic numbers. 
In this paper we prove the following 
Theorem 1. Let { R叶戸1be a linear recurrence satisfying (1). Suppose that <I> (土1)ヂ0
and the ratio of any pair of distinct roots of <I>(X) is not a root of unity. Assume that 
g.c.d.(Rk, Rk+l, .. , Rk+n-1) = 1 for any k~l. Assume further that <I>(2) < 0 and that 
{R叶戸1is a sequence of odd integers. Then the infinite set of the values 
8 (ざ X(ざ ¥{lql=l}))/叫
is algebraically independent. 
Remark 1. The condition that g.c.d.(Rk, Rk+l, .. , Rk+n-i) = 1 for any k 2:1 implies 
that the sequence {凡｝陀1is not a geometric progression. 
Corollary 1. Let { Rk}k~1 be as in Theorem 1. Then the infinite set consisting of the 
distinct values of 
｛言(1-q2R1 ;tlq:::;~;-~~~~l -q叫） x, q E ij¥ lql =/-1} 
is algebraically independent. 
Example 1. Let {Piふ:,1be the sequence defined either by Pi =凡=1 and A+2 = 
2Pk+l + Pk (k~1) or by Pi = Jら＝凡=1 and Pk+3 = A+2 + Pk+l + 3Pk (k~1). Since 
｛凡｝戸1satisfies al the conditions of Theorem 1, the infinite set consisting of the distinct 
values of 
｛言(1-q2Pi)~:q~1:~:~)-~~~k(l -q2Pk) x,q E ij¥ lqlヂ1}
is algebraically independent. 
If {R叶陀1is a sequence of odd integers, then 
oo k oo Ri k R1+R2+…+Rk 
叫 x,q):= LIT 1 xq +q2Ri = L -X q 
k=l l=l k=l 
is invariant under the maps 
町： (x, q) f---t (x, q―1)' 
乃： (x, q)←→ (-x, -q), 
乃： (x, q)← • (-x, -q―1). 
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Since冗° 巧＝乃 0乃=id and T1。乃＝乃 0巧＝乃， wesee that G~= {id, 冗，乃，叫 is
also Klein four-group. Hence the map 
8+: (Cx{lql=J0,1})/G~ → 8+(C x {lql =J 0, 1}) 
given by 
the orbit of (x, q)← G+(x, q) 
is well-defined. We also have the following 
Theorem 2. Let {R叶貶1be as in Theorem 1. Then the infinite set of the values 
6十(≪JxX心¥{lql = 1})) / c~) 
is algebraically independent. 
Example 2. Let { P,心 beone of the linear recurrences defined in Example 1. Since 
｛凡}k;:,:1satisfies al the conditions of Theorem 1, the infinite set consisting of the distinct 
values of 
｛言 (1+ q2P1)~:q::::~)-~~~k(l + q2Pk) x, q E ijx, lqlヂ1}
is algebraically independent. 
2 Lemmas 
Let F(zい..., Zn) and F[[z1, .. , Zn] denote the field of rational functions and the ring 
of formal power series in variables z1, .. , Znwith coefficients in a field F, respectively, 
and px the multiplicative group of nonzero elements of F. Let D = (wij) be an n x n 
matrix with nonnegative integer entries. Then the maximum p of the absolute values of 
the eigenvalues of D is itself an eigenvalue (cf. Gantmacher [1, p. 66, Theorem 3]). If 
z = (z1, .. , Zn) is a point of <C叫wedefine a transformation D : <Cn→ en by 
箪＝（り亭，且予，＇且zti) (3) 
We suppose that n and an algebraic point a= (a1, .. , an), where ai are nonzero alge-
braic numbers, have the following four properties: 
(I) 0 isnonsingular and none of its eigenvalues is a root of unity, so that in particular 
p > 1. 
(I) Every entry of the matrix炉 is0(炉） as k tends to infinity. 
(II) If we put 炉a=(a~kl,.. ,a炉）， then
log la?)I <:'. -cl (1 <:'. i <:'.n) 
for al sufficiently large k, where c isa positive constant. 
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(IV) For any nonzero f(z) E C[z1, .. , Zn] which converges in some neighborhood of the 
origin, there are infinitely many positive integers k such that f (Dka)ヂ0.
Lemma 1 (Lemma 4 and Proof of Theorem 2 in [6]). Suppose that <I'>(土1)=J O and 
the ratio of any pair of distinct roots of <I'>(X) is not a root of unity, where <I'>(X) is the 
polynomial defined by (2). Let 
C1 1 ゜゜C2 Q 1 




Cn 0 ゜and let (31, .. , /3sbe multiplicatively independent algebmic numbeTs with O < 1(3』<1 (1~ 
jさ： s). Let p be a positive integeT and put D'= diag(DP, .. , nり.Then the matrix D' 
、- , 
and the point {3 = (l, .. , 1,/31, ...... , 1,.. , 1,/3s) have the prnpe仕ies(1)-(IV). 、、
n-l n-1 
Lemma 2 (Kubota [3], see also Nishioka [5]). Let K be an algebraic number field. Suppose 
that Ji (z), .. , f m(z) E K[[z1, .. , 叫]converge in an n-polydisc U around the origin and 
satisfy the functional equations 
f;(z) = a;(z)f;(箪）+ b;(z) (1~i~m) , 
where a;(z), b;(z) E K(zい・・・,Zn) and a;(z) (1~i~m) are defined and nonzero at the 
origin. Assume that the n x n matrix n and a point a E U whose components are nonzero 
algebraic numbers have the properties (1)-(IV) and that a;(z) (1~i さ m) are defined 
and nonzero at炉afor any k~1. If Ji (z), .. , f m (z)are algebraically independent over 
K(zい・・・,Zn), then the values fi(a), .. , fm(a) are algebraically independent. 
In what follows, C denotes a field of characteristic 0. Let L = C(z1, .. , Zn) and let 
M be the quotient field of C[[z1, .. , 叫]• Let n be an n x n matrix with nonnegative 
integer entries having the property (I). We define an endomorphism T : M → M by 
F(z) = f(Dz) (f(z) EM) and a subgroup Hofい by
H={ダg―1I g Eじ｝．
Lemma 3 (Kubota [3], see also Nishioka [5]). Let f;j EM (i= 1, .. , h;j = 1,.. , m(i)) 
satisfy 
f;i = a;f;J + b;i, 
where a; E L又 b;jE L (1さiさ h, 1 さ j~m(i)), and a;a-;1 (/. H for any distinct 




where c1, .. , Cm(i) E C are not al zero. Then the functions f;j (i = 1, .. , h;j = 
1, .. , m(i)) are algebraically independent over L. 
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Let {R亙｝貶1be a linear recurrence satisfying (1) and define a monomial 
M(z) =恐...心，
which is denoted similarly to (3) by 
M(z) =(Rn, .. , R1)z. 
Let n be the matrix defined by (4). It follows from (1), (3), and (6) that 




Lemma 4 (Theorem 2 of [7]). Suppose that { R叶k~I is not a geometric progression. 
Assume that <I>(土1)=J O and the ratio of any pair of distinct roots of <I>(X) is not a root 
of unity. Letでbean algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Suppose that F(z) is 
an element of the quotient field ofで[z1,.. , 叫]satisfying the functional equation of the 
form 
F(z) = CTI〗k(M(炉z))) F(伊 z),
where n isdefined by (4), p > 0, u 2'. 0 are integers, and Qk(X) Eで(X)(u :S k :S
p+u-l) are defined and nonzero at X = 0.If F(z) Eで(z1,.. , Zn), then F(z) Eでand
Qk(X) Eび (u:S k臼p+ u -1). 
We adopt the usual vector notation, that is, if I = (i1, .. , in) E Z~。 with Z2:o the set 
f . . . o nonnegative mtegers, we write z = z『• • • 寄.We denote by C[z1, .. , 叫 thering of 
polynomials in variables z1, .. , Znwith coefficients in C. 
Lemma 5 (Lemma 3.2.3 in Nishioka [5]). If A, B E C[zし...,z』arecoprime, then 
g.c.d.(Ar, Bり=z1, where IE z~。．
Lemma 6 (Lemma 12 of [7]). Let O be an n x n matrix with nonnegative integer entries 
which has the property (I). Let R(z) be a nonzero polynomial in C[z1, .. , z』.If R(Oz) 
divides R(z)が， whereIE Z~。, then R(z) is a monomial in z1, .. , Zn. 
Lemma 7 (Lemma 6 of [8]). Let P(z) be a nonconstant polynomial in z = (z1, .. , Zn) 
with n 2".2. Let O be an n x n matrix with positive integer entries which has the property 
(I). Then 
degz P(Oz) > degz P(z). 
3 Proof of the main theorem 
We prove only Theorem 1, since Theorem 2 isproved in the same way. 
Proof of Theorem 1. A complete set of representatives of the orbits 
賃x心¥{lql = 1})) /伍 isgiven by 
{ (x,q) E信）2 lql < 1,0 <:Argq < 1r}=: A 
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since, under the action of the Klein four-group G4, the second component q istransformed 
either to q, q―1, -q, or -q―1. Hence it is enough to prove that the values 
oo k 
叩qiRt 
'f/i := 8(ふ，Qi)= L IT 2R1 (i = 1, ...'r) 
k=l l=l l -qi 
are algebraically independent for any finite number of distinct pairs (xい小），
（四，ゅ），．．．，（叫，Qr)belonging to A. 
Assume that the values ry1, .. , rJare algebraically dependent. There exist multiplica-
tively independent algebraic numbers /31, .. , 瓜withO < IP』<1 (1 :; j :; s) and a 
primitive N-th root of unity〈suchthat 
s 
q; =〈m;IJ /3;; (1 :; i :;r), (8) 
j=l 
where m1, .. , ms are integers with 0さmiさN-l and eij (1 :; iさr,l :;j::; s) are 
nonnegative integers (cf. Loxton and van der Poorten [4], Nishioka [5]). We can choose a 
positive integer p and a sufficiently large integer u, which will be determined later, such 
that Rk+p =凡 (modN) for any k:: u + l.L飢 Yj入(1:; j :;ふ 1:; 入:Sn) be variゅ転
and let yj = (約1,.. , Yjn) (1 :S j :Ss), Y = (y1, .. , ys). Define 
oo k 
直）=LIT Xiく叫R1+1TIいM(九）e,J 2 (1さi:Sr),
k=u l=u l -((m,R1+1 n; □ M(01y炉）
where M(z) and n are defined by (5) and (4), respectively. Letting 
/3 = (1, .. , 1,/31, ...... , 1,.. , 1,/3s), 、、
n-1 n-1 
we see by (7) and (8) that 
oo k R1+1 oo 
1i(/3) = I: I 嘔 k 叩qfl
k=u l=u l -qi 
2R1+1 = L IT 2R1 
k=u+l l=u+l l -qi 
and so 
T/i = (IXiqfk 
k=l l -qi 
2Rk) j詞+t IT Xiq~1Rz 
k=l l=l l -q, 
Sinceり1,.. , T/rare algebraically dependent, so are fi(/3) (1~i~r). Let 
O'= diag(伊，．．．，伊）．
'- , 
Then each f;(y) satisfies the functional equation 
直） ~("fiー; Xべ~"•+• IT;~, M(心）o,}叫 y)
k=u 1 -((m,Rk+1 r; □ M(D寛）eiJ) 
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p+u-l k 
+LIT ぷm;R1+1rr;=l M(互）的 2, 
k=u l=u 1 -(匹R1+1瓜 M(びy炉）
where D'y = (伊Y1,・ ・ ,伊 y.).Let D = I det(D -E)I = l<I>(l)I, where Eis the identity 
matrix. Then Dis a positive integer, since <I>(l) -/= 0. Let' 1/D 恥=YJ入 (1~j~s, 1~ 入<
n), YJ = (恥...,Y伍） (1~j~s), and y'= (y~, .. , y:). Noting that ITいM((D-
E)-l炉Yj)e,;= rr;=l M(D(D -E)-1炉糾）e,; E豆(y'),we define 
叫y') = (g M((D -E)-1伊 y炉;)fi(Y) -T;(y') 





k=u l=u l -((m,R1+1 TI; □ M(立）De,1 ) 2 E Q[y'], 
(I M(D(n -E)-1炉y~)e,,) 文打 Xi(m;R1+1 n; □ M(咋）De;1 
j=l k=u l=u l -((叫瓜in;=l M(立）De;1)-
E Q(y'), 
and k1 is such a large integer that gi(y') E ij[y'] (1 :; i :;r). Since M(D(D -
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where Sl'y'= (SlPy~, .. , QPy:). Since fi(/3) (1 :; iさr)are algebraically dependent, so 
are gi(/3') (1:; i:; r), where 
/3'=戸，亨，......, 1, .. , 1,/3;/D). 
ヽ
n-1 n-1 
By Lemma 1, the matrix Q'and (31 have the properties (1)-(IV). By Lemma 2, the 
functions g;(y') (1さi::;r) are algebraically dependent over Q(y'). 
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In order to apply Lemma 3, we assert that 
p+u-1ふくmiRk+1 1-((叩Rk+lTIいM(立）De, り）2
叫 y')= IT （ ） 
k=u Xべ叩Rい (1-(叫Rk+ln;=lM(立）Deij?) 
E H = { h(O'y') h(y') ― 
h(y') 
噂 (y')¥ {O}} 
if and only if mi = mi,, (ei1, .. , eis) = (eが1,.. , ei's), and xf = xf,. It is clear that, if 
匹＝叫， (ei1,.. , eis) = (eが1,.. , ei's), and砧=xf, then広 (y')= 1 E H. Conversely, 
suppose that Qれ,(y')E H. Then there exits an F(y') E Q(y') ¥ {O} satisfying 
F(y')~('ff'x,, 〈四I如,(1 -(('""'+'ITぃM(H'飢）Ds, げ）
,~,, x,(m;Rw (1_ ((叩"'"IT;~, M(立）LJ, 州））罰'y'). (9) 
Let P be a positive integer divisible by D and let 
YJ = (y五，..,Y伍） = (zi叫...,z: 叫 (1::;j::;s).
We choose a sufficiently large P such that the following two properties are both satisfied: 
(a) If (ei1, .. , eis) =J (eが1,.. , ei's), then区；=1 eijpjヂ区;=1ei'jp丸
(b) F*(z) = F(z『ID,.. , z{:ID, .. , z['ID, .. , z{:s/v) E ij(z1, .. , Zn)¥ {O}. 
Then by (9), F*(z) satisfies the functional equation 
F'(z)~('If 年,(四和'(1-(("',R• □ M(炉z)州） F'(伊 z),
h ふく叫Rい (1-((九'""+'M年）州））





for any k (u :; k :;p + u -l), where X is a variable, and F*(z) Eざ.Hence Ci = Ci, 
and (2m」lk+1= (2m,,Rk+1 (u :=; k :=;p + u -l). Thus (eil, .. , eis) = (eが1,.. , ei's) by 
the property (a), and (2mi = (2mi, since g.c.d.(Rk, Rk+l, .. , Rk+n-I) = 1 for any k 2".1. 
Hence q; = q;, by (8) and so佑=qi, since O :;Arg佑く 1r(1 :; i::; r). Then匹＝叫，
and the functional equation (10) becomes xf F*(z) = xf,F*(伊 z).Since F*(z) Eざ， we
have x『=Xり， andthe assertion is proved. 
Now let S be a maximal subset of {1, .. , r}such that (砧叫=(xf, qi,) for any 
i, i'E S, which is equivalent to叶＝尋 mi=mi', and (ei1, .. , eis) = (ei'I, .. , e叫.Fix 
a入ES and let~=~, m = m入， andej = e>,.j (1 :; j :;s). Then x『＝も加=m, and 
(ei1, .. , eis) = (e1, .. , e.) for any i E S and by Lemma 3 there exits a G(y') E ij(y') 
satisfying 
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G'(y')~(11 M(D(t! -E)-'炉,I,)'')'(G(y')+苔,T;(y'))E ij(y') 
satisfies the functional equation 































































































H(z) = G*(zf, .. , z〖,．．．，平，..., z:s) E Q(z1, .. , Zn)-
Then by (11), H(z) satisfies the functional equation 
H(z) = e CITl1-(二二言二)2) H(伊 z)
＋ 、り~,~ 1~, 噌＾ ヽflpI:l (L心:-u+l)r . c,~:1:, ~ 門匹，） :c~fl ヽ?,)
k=u iES l=u 
where /i, =立ごipi_ Letting H(z) = A(z)/B(z), where A(z) and B(z) are coprime 
polynomials in Q[zい・..'叫 withB手0,and letting M(D(D-E)-1炉 z)= M1(z)/島 (z),
where M1(z) and島 (z)are coprime monomials in ij[z1, .. , z』,we have 
p+u-l 







X IT (1-((mRz'+1M(n1'z)吋） (12) 
l'=k+l 
In what follows, let u be sufficiently large. By the condition 1>(2) < 0, the root p of 
1>(X) such that凡=b炉+o(炉） with b > 0 (cf. Remark 4 in [6]) satisfies p > 2 
and hence Rk+ 1 > 2凡 foral sufficiently large k. Then the componentwise inequal-
ity (叫..., R1)D(O -E)-1炉＝（瓜...,Rリ炉D(O-E)-1 = (Ru+n, .. , Fiい）D(O-
E)-1 < D(凡ナ・.., Ru+1) holds and so Z1・・・Zn島 (z)fdivides M(炉 z)DR= M(D炉 z)f.
In what follows, p is replaced with its multiple if necessary. We can put the great-
est common divisor of A(伊 z)and B(伊 z)as zI(p), where J(p) is an n-dimensional 
vector with nonnegative integer components, by Lemma 5. Then B(伊 z)divides 
B(z)M1(z)RzI(p) ITに:-1M(炉z)2mby (12). Therefore B(z) is a monomial in z1, .. , Zn
by Lemmas 1 and 6. Since p and u are independent, the right-hand side of (12) is divisible 
by Z1・ ・ ・ZnM1(z)fB(研 z)and thus A(z) is divisible by z1 . • Zn・Since A(z) and B(z) 
are coprime, B(z) E ijx. If A(z) rf_ ij and if p issufficiently large, then by Lemma 7, 
degz A(伊 z)> max{degzA(z),degz島 (z)f},which is a contradiction by comparing 
the total degrees of both sides of (12). Hence A(z) E ij. Then by (12), we see that 
冗iESc;x:-u+ 1 = 0 (u :S k :Sp + u -1) and so区iESCi碕=0 (1 :S k :Sp). Hence x; = xi' 
for some distinct i, i'ES since e; (i ES) are not al zero. Then (x;, q;) = (x;, qi'), which 
is a contradiction, and the proof of the theorem is completed. ロ
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